The Healing Power of Music by Simon Heather
Why is Music Healing?
One of the reasons why listening to music is so healing for us is due to the power of musical
intervals. A musical interval is created when one note is played with another note. The interval can
be created by playing two notes together, or one after the other. When two notes are played together
the interval has a stronger effect on us.
The frequencies of the two notes of the interval create a mathematical ratio that effects the body in
different ways. When we listen to all the intervals in the musical scale it is profoundly healing for
our body and our mind.
Pythagoras discovered that the ratios of the musical intervals were found in nature, the planets and
constellations. He believed that the musical intervals reflected the natural order of the heavens and
nature. Listening to music purified the soul, restoring the vitality of the body, calming the mind and
emotions.
Recent research has shown that bird song and whale song contain musical intervals. The ratios of
the musical intervals are also found in crop circle formations.
Researchers have discovered that musical intervals exert a profound effect on man’s pulse and
respiration. Fabien Maman found that playing musical intervals to cancer cells actually destroyed
these cells in his experiments (see below).
At the College of Sound Healing we teach sound healers how to use the musical intervals for
healing. People receiving the musical intervals in a healing session generally report that they feel an
improvement in their health and well being.
Listening to Musical Intervals is good for: Insomnia
Getting Babies off to Sleep
Cancer
Joint Problems
Depression
Anxiety
Most Illnesses

Scales and Intervals
Western music uses the eight-note scale or octave comprising C D E F G A B C. This is known as
the 'diatonic’ or ‘chromatic scale’, the white keys on the piano.
'C', an octave above middle 'C' will always be vibrating twice as fast and have twice the frequency
of middle 'C'.
When two intervals are played through an oscilloscope different patterns appear on the screen. The
octave creates the ratio of 2:1 and the pattern seen below. It is interesting that the Roman word for
eight is ‘octave’ and the pattern produced is a figure eight!
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When men and women sing together their voices are generally an octave apart. When people listen
to the octave they report having feelings of togetherness, balance and wholeness. This interval is
restful, meditative, calming and grounding.
The notes 'C' and 'G' in the same octave create a ratio of 3:2. This interval is called the fifth because
'G' is the fifth note of the scale in relation to 'C'.
The interval of the fifth creates the ratio of 3:2 and the pattern below. This interval creates a feeling
of completeness and creativity. It stimulates power and movement. It was used by the medieval
mystic Hildegard of Bingen in her musical compositions to express openness, joy and healing.

The interval of the fifth is often referred to as the "perfect fifth" because it has a harmonic
relationship with the fundamental tone. When the note 'C' is sounded 'G' will also be produced as a
harmonic. The interval of the fifth is compared to a parent-child relationship.
In classical Chinese music the interval of the fifth was considered to balance heaven and earth, yin
and yang. All classical Chinese music was based on this interval.
The interval of the fifth is the interval found in sacred music and it has a harmonising effect on the
human body. The fifth is the second harmonic when a string is plucked. It gives the note its depth
and beauty.
In the past architects used the ratios found in the musical intervals when building sacred buildings.
Buildings that contain these ratios are the most pleasing to the eye and have an uplifting effect on
human consciousness. The philosopher Goethe said that ‘sacred architecture is frozen music.’
The German astronomer, mathematician and mystic Johannes Kepler lived from 1571-1630. He
devoted his life to finding the cosmic proportions and musical harmonies, represented by the
distances and orbits of the planets.
In 1619 Kepler published his final work 'The Harmonies of the World.' In it Kepler presented his
discovery that when Saturn is farthest away from the sun it moves at a rate of 106 seconds of arc in
a day; when closest to the sun it moves at a rate of 135 seconds of arc per day. The ratio between
these extremes differs by just two degrees from the ratio of 4:5 the musical interval of a major third.
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Kepler calculated the musical intervals for the remaining five planets and the moon (Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto had not been discovered at that time). He worked out a system for determining
the proper pitch, the proper octave for each planet, and the speed at which the planet would slowly
change from its fundamental pitch to the indicated interval pitch, and back again according to the
planet’s distance from the sun. (From "The Healing Forces of Music" - Randall McClellan p 121122).
Todays scientists have found that each planet does create ‘sounds’. Recently the space probe
Cassini has passed close to Jupiter, capturing its 'sounds' and dramatic moving images from the red
planet.
The 'sounds' are actually patterns detected in the magnetic field between Jupiter and the Sun,
recorded by Cassini as low-frequency radio waves, and converted into sound wave frequencies so
they can be heard.
Gyorgy Doczi in his book “The Power of Limits” says that the intervals of the 5th and 4th occur
again and again in nature, e.g. vein structures of leaves. (Doczi, 1981, p11).
Scientific Research - Fabien Maman
In 1974 Fabien Maman was working as a jazz guitarist. During a concert tour with his group in
Japan, he noticed that at the end of each piece the audience didn’t clap. They would clap only at the
end of the concert. The silence after each piece bewildered him at first but after the initial
apprehension he began to anticipate and even enjoy the silence.
In the silence he began to feel the effect that each piece of music had on him. He noticed that after a
concert he had more energy.
After three months of touring Japan, Maman realised that clapping in between pieces was actually
destroying some of the benefits of the music.
Fabien noticed that certain musical keys had an energising effect on both the musicians and the
audience. The same piece of music played in a different key or at a different time of year had a
different effect.
In 1981 Fabien Maman met Hélène Grimal, a senior researcher at the National Centre for Scientific
Research in Paris. She was interested in the effects of music on human cells. Through their
friendship, Maman and Grimal were able to devote a year and a half to a study of the effects of
sound on cancer cells.
They went to the University of Jussieu in Paris five nights a week for a year and a half, carrying out
their experiments at night in the biological research laboratories. They had to wait until the subway
stopped for the night so that its vibration wouldn't affect their experiments. They experimented with
healthy blood cells, haemoglobin, and cancer cells.
Cancer Cells
In the first experiments they mounted a camera on top of the microscope to photograph the inside
structure of each cell as it reacted to the different sounds they produced. In the second group of
experiments they used Kirlian photography in order to record the changes in the electromagnetic
field of the cells as they received the sounds. (Kirlian photography shows the subtle energy field
around living things).
In the course for their investigation, they took thousands of pictures. The sound was produced at a
distance of 30 centimetres from the cells, at an amplitude of 30 to 40 decibels. Even though this is
very quiet the sound always produced noticeable changes in the cells. As the sounds progressed up
the musical scale there would be an 'explosion' of the cancer cells at a certain frequency as the
sound travelled outward from the centre of the cell to its outer membrane.
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Using drums, gongs, flutes, guitar, bass, xylophone and the human voice, they investigated the
effects of sound on normal and malignant cells.
Fabien says, "I used the tempered scale and sounded the chromatic intervals one note at a time at a
distance of thirty centimetres from the cell. The experiment yielded the most dramatic results when
I used the human voice and the musical scale. The combination of the human voice and the musical
scale caused the Hela cancer cells to explode more rapidly and predictably." (See photographs
below). (Maman, 1997, p61).

Hela cancer cells being broken up by the musical
scale played on a xylophone

The French physicist Joel Sternheimer says that elementary particles behave as if they were musical
notes on the chromatic scale. Fabien says that the explosion in the cancer cells is caused by the
resonance between the sounds that we create and the elementary particles contained in the cell.
“The accumulation of all the sounds of the musical scale created an intolerable dissonance that
broke up the cancer cells.” (Maman, 1997, p61).
Maman and Grimal found that at sound frequencies between 'A' at 440Hz and 'B' 493Hz the cancer
cells would break down, their structure thrown into complete disorganisation. The healthy cells,
however, remained intact or became stronger. He says,"The healthy cells appeared supple and able
to freely receive, absorb and return the energy. In contrast, the cancer cells appeared inflexible and
immutable in their structure." (Maman, 1997, p90).
Healthy Cells
Fabien Maman took healthy blood cells and played a xylophone to them. He photographed the
changes in the electromagnetic fields around the cells using Kirlian photography.
Subjected to a chromatic scale, the energy field around the blood cells changed its shape and colour.
The colour produced in the energy field of the cells was affected more by the frequency of the
sound, while the quality of the sound influenced the shape of the cell's energy field. A slight
difference of half a tone would produce a completely different shape and colour in the energy field
of the cell.
He found that the note 'C' made the energy field around the cells longer, 'D' produced a variety of
colours, 'E' made the field spherical and 'A' (440Hz) changed the colour from red to pink.
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Blood cells responding to the sound of a person's voice

Fabien says about the note 'A' (440Hz), "Thus, A 440 is a powerful sound of harmonisation. This
Indian pink colour which can be seen in the picture always appears when A 440 is played, no matter
what instrument is used. Pink is generally acknowledged as the colour of love. (Maman, 1997, p73).
(See photographs above).
In his next experiment, Fabien took a sample of blood from a person's finger. He asked the person
to sing to their blood cell. Then he photographed what happened to the blood cell when the person
sang the seven notes of the Major scale.
With each note the cell's energy field changed its shape and colour. When the person sang an 'F' to
their own blood cells, the cells resonated perfectly with the voice, producing a balanced round shape
and vibrant complementary colours of magenta and turquoise. (Maman, 1997, p73). (see
photographs above).
Hans Jenny
In the 1960's a Swiss scientist called Hans Jenny spent over ten years conducting experiments to
discover the effects of sound waves on materials such as glycerine, mercury, gel, liquids, powders
and iron filings. Jenny used modern technology to construct a 'Tonoscope', an instrument which
would produce a picture of the patterns sound creates in these different materials.
Jenny would send electronically produced sound through oscillating crystals to vibrate the metal
plate on which different materials were placed. Jenny called his study 'cymatics,' from the Greek
word 'kyma' which means 'wave'.
Different sounds would produce different patterns. As the sound frequency was increased these
simple forms would break up and more complex patterns would appear.
Jenny observed how sound vibration created geometric shapes. A low frequency sound produced a
simple circle, whereas a higher frequency increased the number of concentric rings around a central
circle.
In his book ‘Secrets in the Fields’ Freddy Silva says, "Many of the vibrational patterns found in
Jenny's photos mimic crop circle patterns. These include the circle surrounded by concentric rings,
the tetrahedron at Barbury Castle in 1991 (see below), the spider's web mandala at Avebury from
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1994 and the highly structured star fractals of 1997. Other photos demonstrate geometry within the
crop circles' pattern."

The Times reported on the 18th June 2008 that a Wiltshire crop circle contained the symbolic code
for first ten places of pi (see below).
“Mathematicians are stunned by a new crop circle which apparently represents a perfect coded
image of a complex equation.”
“The circle is, apparently, a coded image representing a complex mathematical number — the first
ten digits of pi — and even astrophysicists admit they find it “mind-boggling”.”
“The circular pattern was created in a barley field near Barbury Castle, an Iron Age hill fort, earlier
this month. Measuring around 46m (150ft) in diameter, it has had crop circle enthusiasts and experts
stumped.”
“The symbol was identified eventually by Mike Reed, a retired astrophysicist who contacted Lucy
Pringle, a crop circle photographer and expert, with an explanation.”
“Maths codes and geometric patterns have long been an important factor in crop circle formations
— one of the most famous formations ever created showed the image of a complex set of fractals
known as The Julia Set, in a field near Stonehenge, 12 years ago.”
(‘Wiltshire crop circle identified as symbolic code for first ten places of pi’- The Times June 18th,
2008)

Whale and Bird Song
Recent research by scientists in America has revealed how musical intervals are found in whale
song and bird song. They analysed the calls of humpback whales and birds as well as sounds of
amphibians and insects.
The scientists found that, "The recordings of whale songs, speeded up about fourteen times, sound
amazingly like bird songs. Indeed this whale music is said to be surprisingly beautiful, something
like the sounds of oboe, muted cornet and bag pipes. As with bird songs, humpback songs follow
specific musical rules."
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"The main differences between bird songs and their whale counterparts is that the former usually
last only a few seconds while humpback songs last from about ten minutes to half an hour.
Moreover birds typically rest between songs. Whales on the other hand may sing and re-sing their
songs for many hours on end. "
"An examination of bird song reveals a similarity with human music. There are interval inversions,
simple harmonic relations, and retention of melody with change of key. Some birds pitch their
songs to the same scale as Western music.”
The researchers note: “Even though they are capable of singing over a range of at least seven
octaves, humpbacks use musical intervals between their notes that are similar to or the same as the
intervals in our scales. Most surprisingly, humpback songs contain repeating refrains that form
rhymes. This suggests that whales use rhyme in the same way that we do: as a mnemonic device to
help them remember complex material.”
"Over a season, whales gradually change their song. Since all sing the same song, they must all
agree on the modifications. After a rest of about six months, the whales burst forth into song again
and all remember the old song, even without practice over that long interval. Their memories must
be phenomenal. Now however, as they begin to sing again, the humpbacks change the details. After
several seasons, the song is completely different."
("Enhanced: The Music of Nature and the Nature of Music - Science AWI Quarterly, 2001”)

Human Proportions and Musical Ratios
Leonardo Da Vinci studied of the proportions of the male human body as described in a treatise by
the Ancient Roman architect Vitruvius.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

A man's height is four cubits (and thus 24 palms).
A pace is four cubits.
The length of a man's outspread arms from finger tip to finger tip is equal to his height.
The distance from the hairline to the bottom of the chin is one-tenth of a man's height.
The distance from the top of the head to the bottom of the chin is one-eighth of a man's height.
The maximum width of the shoulders is a quarter of a man's height.
The distance from the elbow to the tip of the hand is one-fifth of a man's height.
The distance from the elbow to the armpit is one-eighth of a man's height.
The length of the hand is one-tenth of a man's height.
The distance from the bottom of the chin to the nose is one-third of the length of the head.
The distance from the hairline to the eyebrows is one-third of the length of the face.
The length of the ear is one-third of the length of the face.
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The distance from the pubis to the feet compared to the overall height of the body creates the ratio
1/2 (the octave in music). The distance from the nipple to the feet compared with the overall height
of the body creates the 3/4 ratio (the fourth interval in music).
All beautiful faces regardless of race, age, sex, and other variables conform to whole number ratios.
Reproduced from - http:// www.facialbeauty.org/divineproportion.html

Why are Musical Intervals so Healing?
Every organ, every bone, every cell in the body has its own resonant frequency. Together they make
up a composite frequency like the instruments of an orchestra. When one organ in the body is out of
tune it will affect the whole body.
Through sound healing it is possible to bring the body back into harmony hence avoiding the need
for drugs or surgery.
If we compare the body to a musical instrument, when we hear musical intervals it brings us in tune
with our natural vibration.
Our bodies are made up of the proportions found in music. When we have all musical intervals sung
or played to us in a sound healing session our body is receiving the fundamental ratios of creation.
Each interval creates to a different ratio; this has a balancing effect on the different organs and on
the cells of our bodies. The intervals are musical medicine for our body.
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Simon Heather
Simon Heather is an internationally known author, healer and workshop leader. Simon is the
founder of the College of Sound Healing a non-profit making organisation dedicated to promoting
sound healing in the United Kingdom.
Simon is one of the leading teachers in the field of sound healing. Over the last fifteen years he has
written six books and produced seven CDs.
E-mail address - simonheather@onetel.com
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Web site - http://www.simonheather.co.uk

Book – ‘The Healing Power of Musical Intervals’ by Simon Heather
This book shows how everything is creation is related to the intervals found in music. These
intervals can be found in bird songs, crop circles, whale songs, the orbits of the planets and the
proportions found in architecture.
The book shows how each musical interval effects us in a different way. The book also has sections
on the music of Ancient China and India.

Download Intervals
You can download a sixteen minute long track of the musical intervals from Simon’s web site
http://www.simonheather.co.uk for or your own healing.

Feedback
I sent my mother a copy of your musical intervals CD with a note suggesting she have a listen to it,
and just let me know if it's helpful in any way. For some years she has had a pain in her neck and,
whilst she has full mobility, it's pretty chronic. She and my father do little neck exercises every
morning when they awake.
My father has a painful shoulder and hasn't been able to sleep on his side for some time. My mum
decided to put the CD on and close her eyes and just listen. She didn't use headphones.
My father came into the room halfway through, asked her a question and when she didn't answer he
thought she was asleep, so he just sat down in the same room.
At night, my mother reported a painless sleep and no pain in the morning. Even more incredible my father's shoulder stopped hurting and he was able to sleep on his side...and he hadn't even heard
the whole track. He also can be rather sceptical.
So....Thank you! Warm Wishes and Blessing Trixi
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